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Real world examples of AI failures

E-commerce company scraps 
sexist AI recruiting tool

Medical diagnostic AI models 
tricked by researchers using 

cyber attacks

Social media site receives 
$5 billion fine for lack of 
governance around data 

usage and privacy

Oncology AI assistant quickly went from 
future of healthcare to sold off for parts 

after misdiagnosing patients – $5B+ 
investment

Real estate giant announces $304M write 
down on homes it purchased based on 

outdated price-forecasting algorithms for 
amounts higher than they could be sold for.

AI bias caused 80% of 
black mortgage applicants 

to be denied 
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Level set on terminology before we go on
Artificial Intelligence

Natural  
Language  
Processing

Robotics Machine Learning (ML)

Supervised  
Learning

Unsupervised  
Learning Deep Learning (DL)

Convolutional  
Neural  

Networks  
(CNNs)

Recurrent  
Neural  

Networks  
(RNNs)

GenerativeAI*

Generative  
Adversarial  
Networks  
(GANs)

Variational  
Autoencoders  

(VAEs)
Transformer Models

GPT-3 GPT-4

*GenAI combines unsupervised, supervised  
and language capabilities.

“AI” is an 
umbrella term 
that 
encompasses 
different 
techniques
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4Generative AI strengths and trade-offs

What generative AI does well What generative AI does less well

Create original content from high-level guidance

“Learn” to provide specific types of answers

Create plausible, well-formed content

Combine known concepts in new ways

“Know” a broad range of information and draw 
connections

Provide the same answer every time

Stay current with up-to-date information

Know whether its answers are “good” or “bad”

Provide very specific, domain-level detail (but may 
surprise you!)

Performing very structured and repeated tasks
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5KPMG Advisory GPT: Live Demo

Survey Results
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7Perceptions on Generative AI are Evolving 
Rapidly
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KPMG CEO Outlook survey findings – AI data 
points
 62% of HCLS CEOs agree or strongly agree that generative AI is a top investment priority for their 

organization, despite ongoing economic uncertainty.

 21% of HCLS CEOs consider increased profitability as the top benefit of implementing generative AI in 
their organization, while 19% said it would increase efficiency and productivity by automating routine 
operations.

 When asked to indicate the degree in which technical capability presents a challenge when it comes to 
implementing the use of generative AI in their organization, 48% of HCLS  CEOs said very or mostly 
challenging. 

 69% of HCLS CEOs agree that the lack of current regulations and direction for generative AI within their 
industry will be a barrier to their organization's success.

 46% of HCLS CEOs anticipate that it will take 3-5 years to see a return on their investment in the 
implementation of generative AI.

 76% of HCLS CEOs agree that generative AI is a double-edged sword in that it may aid in the detection 
of cyber-attacks but also provide new attack strategies for adversaries.
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AI survey – Focused Executive Summary
HCLS sector

Sources: Generative AI survey, Mar 2023

of the respondents believe that Generative AI will have the 
highest impact on their business over the next 3-5 years

85%
Enterprise-wide areas anticipated to experience maximum high impact in next 3 years

Sales and Marketing

Customer success 

Driving innovation 

41%

Technology investment 

61%

54%

48%

Current In 6 months

Key Insight: In HCLS industry, there is a growing interest in utilizing Generative AI to stimulate innovation and significant investments are expected to be made in this area. 
Technology and changing customer demands are the top drivers whereas lack of investment and skilled talent are the biggest barriers of Generative AI adoption

Expected timeline of GenAI adoption

7% 57%

Already 
implemented

In 6 
months

11%

In 1-2 
years

In 
5 years

15%

Future steps to enhance implementation 

Increase understanding on objectives and strategies

Establish clear policies and procedures

Invest in the technology infrastructure 

Evaluate internal capabilities

78%

50%

48%

48%

Key Insights: For the successful implementation of Generative AI, the HCLS sector must enhance its understanding of objectives and strategies and develop clear policies and 
procedures. More than half of the respondents within the sector are confidently inclined towards collaborating with an external partner for the development and implementation of 
Generative AI

57% 56% 52% 50%

Cybersecurity
Privacy concerns 

with personal 
data

Liability

Based on high (6+7) rating share 

Top risk management and mitigation focus areas  

Legal/copyright/IP 
issues

70% of the respondents anticipate to hire new talent and well as train the existing talent to ensure right 

skillset for Generative AI implementation

15% 15% 70%

0%

Actions to ensure right skillset

Hire new talent Train existing talent NeitherBoth
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KPMG 2023 CCO Survey – HCLS Segment
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KPMG 2023 CCO Survey – HCLS Segment 
cont’d
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KPMG 2023 CCO Survey – HCLS Segment 
cont’d
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Trusted AI 
Framework
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14Rising global regulatory guidelines for AI

123,456Lorem ipsum

123,456Lorem ipsum

123,456Lorem ipsum

Japan
Japan: AI Technology Strategy (2017) (part of 
Japan’s Society 5.0 initiative); AI made a part of 
integrated innovation strategy (2018)

Latin America
Mexico: ‘Towards an AI Strategy in Mexico’ white paper released 
(2018); no dedicated strategy yet; also has IA2030 Coalition that 
works with the government on AI 
Brazil -E-Digital Strategy, digital transformation strategy addresses 
AI (2018); 
Brazil, Argentina, Peru, Colombia, Costa Rica follow OECD 
principles on AI (2019)

US
US: AI Bill of Rights (2022)
National Institute of Standards and 
Technology  - AI Risk Management 
Framework (2022)
US: The American AI Initiative (2019); 
Algorithmic Accountability Act (2019); 
State and Local policies; DOD AI Strategy 
(2019)
(2019): The National AI R&D Strategic 
Plan
NYC AI Hiring Act (2023)

Africa and 
Middle East
Kenya: Blockchain and AI taskforce (2018)
Tunisia: AI Task Force (2018) 
South Africa: Sector specific initiative launched by Government for 
AI  (2018)
Dubai – AI Ethics Principles and Guidelines (2018)

EU: EU Artificial Intelligence Act 
(2021), Digital Services Act & 
Digital Markets Act
Finland: Released three reports 
2017-19; last report focusses on 
ethics
Sweden: National Approach for AI 
(2018); launched national centre
for AI innovation (2019)
Denmark: Strategy for Digital 
Growth (2018); National AI 
Strategy (2019)
The UK: AI Sector Deal in (2018) 
Germany: National AI strategy 
(2018)
France: AI for humanity (2018) 

Austria: Council on Robotics and 
AI (2017) 
Spain: RDI Strategy in Artificial 
Intelligence (2019)
Italy: ‘AI at the Service of Citizens’ 
(2018); lab for AI created (2018)
Poland: ‘Roundtable on AI 
strategy (2018)
Malta: Malta AI strategy Public 
Consultation (2019)
Estonia: Kraft Report (2019); AI 
taskforce (2018)
Netherlands: General Principles 
for the use of AI in Financial 
Sector (2019)

Europe

Australia
Publication: AI Ethics Framework 
Discussion Paper (2019)

Asia
Singapore: Principles to promote FEAT in the 
use of AIDA in Singapore’s financial sector 
(2018)
China – Beijing AI Principles Publication 
(2019)
Hong Kong – Ethical Accountability 
Framework Publication (2018)

International
OECD – The OECD council recommendations on Artificial Intelligence. Global 
governance framework signed by 42 countries and non-OECD members Brazil, 
Argentina and Romania (2019)
ICO – The ICO and Alan Turing Institute creating practical guidance to assist 
organizations with explaining AI decisions. (2019)
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15Available AI frameworks

ISO
ISO/IEC DIS 42001

Source: International  
Organization for  
Standardization4

Release: November 2022

42001 providesrequirements  
for establishing,  
implementing, maintaining  
and continuously improving  
an AI risk management system  
within the context of an  
organization.

ENI
SA
ENISA: Secure ML
Algorithms

Source: European Union  
Agency for Cybersecurity5

Release: December 2021

Based on a systematic review  
of relevant literature on  
machine learning, ENISA  
provides a taxonomy for  
machine learning algorithms,  
which highlights core  
functionalities across critical  
stages.

ENISA then analyzes threats  
targeting machine learning  
systems, and present  
mainstream security controls  
that can effectively detect,  
deter and mitigate harms  
from identified threats.

NIS
TNIST: AI RMF

Source: National Institute of  
Standards and Technology6

Release: January 2023

The Core of the NIST RMF  
comprises four functions:  
GOVERN, MAP, MEASURE,
and MANAGE. These functions  
can be applied in different  
contexts and at different stages  
of the AI lifecycle.

OE
CD
OECD: AI System
Classification

Source: Organization for  
Economic Co-operation and  
Development7

Release: February 2022

OECD allows users to zoom in  
on specific risks associated  
with AI and facilitates nuanced  
and precise policy debate to  
identify features of AI systems  
that matter most, helping  
facilitate global consistency  
and interoperability in  
incident reporting.
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Trusted AI is critical Fairness

Ensure models reduce or eliminate bias against 
individuals, communities or groups.

Explainability

Ensure AI solutions are understandable as to how and 
why recommendations are made or conclusions drawn.  

Accountability

Human oversight and responsibility embedded 
across the AI lifecycle to manage risk and ensure 
compliance with regulations and applicable laws.

Security

Safeguard against unauthorized access, bad 
actors, misinformation, corruption, or attacks.

Privacy

Ensure compliance with data privacy regulations 
and consumer data usage.

Sustainability

Optimize AI solutions to limit negative 
environmental impact where possible.

Data integrity

Ensure data quality, governance, and enrichment 
steps embed trust.

Reliability

Ensure AI systems perform at the desired level of 
precision and consistency.

We understand 
trustworthy & ethical 
AI is a complex 
business, regulatory, 
and technical 
challenge, and we are 
committed to helping 
clients put it into 
practice

We help develop, and 
deploy an end-to-end 
Trusted AI program 
across the AI/ML 
lifecycle 

Safety

Safeguard AI solutions against harm to humans 
and/or property.

Transparency

Include responsible disclosure to provide stakeholders a 
clear understanding as to what is happening within the AI 
solution and across the AI lifecycle.
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Managing it all
Managing risk associated with the design, development, deployment and management of AI solutions will require an understanding of each AI deployment; 
adapting legacy risk frameworks to embrace and incorporate emerging AI tools and trends; and adapting risk mindset with a focus toward monitoring outcomes, 
identifying model risk threats, and overall model risk management.  To do this, the following are four pillars and representative actions Risk organizations should 
be focused on today:

Establish Governance
• Establish AI governance framework

• Develop policies that govern the use 
of AI throughout the organization with 
clearly defined roles and 
responsibilities

• Educate stakeholders on the use of 
AI, emerging risks around AI, and 
appropriate use policies

• Establish transparency principles and 
policies 

• Incorporate AI into model risk 
management (MRM) framework 
including areas such as approved use, 
ongoing monitoring, and risk ratings

• Establish protocols for AI modeling 
usage, including business decisions 
vs experimental (Internal 
deployments),that align to MRM 
standards

Compliance and Legal 
Risk
• Monitor AI regulatory developments

• Ensure appropriate stakeholder 
groups are implementing 
requirements and/or controls 

• Align AI deployments and governance 
standards with appropriate regulatory 
guidelines and requirements

• Validate oversight of enterprise AI use 
and deployment standards

• Establish consistent contracting and 
AI deployment requirements for 3rd

parties

• Ensure a mechanism has been 
established to identify, report, and 
manage AI vulnerabilities

• Assess ethical or societal impacts of 
planned AI usage

• Monitor legal considerations of 
external facing deployments

Monitor Usage and 
Deployments
• Perform AI risk assessments around 

areas such as compliance, 
governance, security, fairness, bias, 
accuracy, and explainability

• Assess access, API/interface, data 
security, privacy and change 
management controls specific to AI 
deployments

• Evaluate AI testing, training and 
deployment standards 

• Assess financial reporting impact

• Identify KPIs to monitor AI outcomes, 
as well as detect anomalies, fraud, 
data poisoning

• Assess AI solution resiliency and 
reliability

Understand AI Strategy 
and Roadmap
• Align current vision, strategy, and 

operating model for AI solutions

• Assess Board level oversight 

• Inventory AI landscape within your 
organization, along with planned use 
cases, models, and tools.

• Ensure the use cases and vendor 
landscape for each AI solution are 
clearly understood

• Monitor 3rd party risks associated with 
data protection, storage of data, and 
access to confidential data

• Evaluate software tools that are being 
acquired to monitor ongoing data and 
AI pipeline security and privacy 
concerns (including poison and drift)

• Incorporate AI assessment into annual 
risk assessment process

Q&A with:
Mark Johnson, CISO
Hackensack Meridian Health

Viewpoint from 
Industry
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Contact us 
Jaime Pego
Healthcare Risk Leader 

T +1 908 416 1662
jpego@kpmg.com

Wontae Kim
Technology Risk 

T +1 415 710 7179
wontaekim@kpmg.com

Contact us 

Thankyou! 
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